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Identification 
 

As the plate affixed to its side (see Figure 1) states, this artifact is a 1956 Canadian 

General Electric single-phase AC utility fractional horsepower induction motor that develops 

one-third horsepower at 1725 revolutions per minute. Its model designation is 11F421DBY and 

it operates on one hundred and ten volts at sixty cycles. It is also the four millionth motor made 

at the Peterborough works of Canadian General Electric, as also stated by the identification plate. 

It is bolted to a wooden base with a second plaque attached to the base, stating “This Four 

Millionth motor presented to the City of Peterborough by the Employees of Canadian General 

Electric Oct. 26 1956” (see Figure 2).  

History 

Beginning with the history of the object, it is very fortunate that the plaques themselves 

provide a date of manufacture. Friday, October 26
th

, 1956 was the date the motor was presented 

to the city, so it must have been produced about a week beforehand to give them time to prepare 

the motor for life as a display item and to have the base and plaque made. Although records for 

this four millionth motor are somewhat sparse, the Canadian General Electric (hereafter CGE) 

company newsletters for 1954 show that similar actions were taken for their three millionth 

motor.
1
 This motor, another one-third horsepower model, was mounted and displayed in the 

company office and preparation time for it ran to about a week. Thus, the date of manufacture 

can be estimated to be no earlier than Friday, October 19
th

, 1956. Unlike the three millionth 

                                                 
1
 “CGE Produces Three Millionth FHP Motor: Occasion Will Be Observed By Company Next Week” 

Peterborough Works News January 29
th

, 1954. Canadian General Electric, “Peterborough Works News” Collection, 

1995-057, Peterborough Museum & Archives, Peterborough, Ontario.  
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motor, this motor was gifted by CGE to the Mayor, John Dewart, who proclaimed that the motor 

would remain as a display in City Hall “in perpetuity” (see figure 3).
2
  

This would prove false. The catalogue records for this motor indicate that it was donated 

to the Peterborough Museum & Archives (hereafter PMA) in 1969, thirteen years after its date of 

manufacture. Although the poor quality of the 1956 presentation photo precludes total 

confidence in identification, the motor’s current mount, Plexiglas case and plaque appear to be 

original. Since the PMA is operated by the City of Peterborough, this was less of a donation and 

more of a transfer between departments. Nevertheless, there seems to be no record or paperwork 

about this relocation of City property. Museum records indicate that a “Hank Verhoef” was the 

donor, though Mr. Verhoef’s relationship with City Hall has been impossible to determine. 

Indeed, there is such a dearth of information about the donor that the only record of Hank 

Verhoef is the PMA’s donor file on him. It is perfectly possible that the motor was transferred to 

the museum some time before 1969, and that it was simply accessioned in that year. 

Unfortunately, there is no way to ascertain this. It is probable that the motor remained at City 

Hall for several years, until the PMA opened as a centennial project, at which point it was moved 

to the museum. Its display location at City Hall is unknown, and whether it spent any time in a 

third location before being donated is unknowable. After 1969 the motor’s history is much easier 

to track. It has spent forty-seven years in storage at the PMA and there is no indication in the 

records that it has ever been on display. 

Materials 

Moving onto materials, this motor is made primarily of aluminum, copper and steel. 

Aluminium had become an important material for fractional horsepower induction motors by the 

                                                 
2
 “Motor Presented to City”. The Peterborough Examiner, Saturday October 27th, 1956, Peterborough Examiner 

Fonds, 1956 October 1-31, A 328, Trent Valley Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 
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1950s.
3
 It was lightweight, strong and quite cheap, which meant that smaller, tougher, cheaper 

motors could be built.
4
  Its rotor is of aluminum and much of the casing and structure are of 

aluminum as well.
5
 The interior electrical windings on the stator and the rotor are made of 

insulated copper wire. The nameplate attached to the motor is probably steel, with very durable 

red and white paint or lacquer used. New synthetic Nylon-based insulation was utilized to 

electrically isolate layers of the stator from each other.
6
 Special baked-on varnish and black 

lacquer insulation was used on the stators themselves (see Figure 6).
7
  

This motor, destined to be a commemorative piece rather than a work-horse, also 

incorporates some non-standard materials. The base is of black-painted wood with a felt 

underside and the plaque on the base is most likely silver plate, given its tarnished appearance 

(see Figure 2). The detachable transparent case appears to be Plexiglas. Even after more than 

sixty years the motor casing is still quite shiny. The Peterborough Examiner issue (see Figure 3) 

that covered the motor’s presentation seemed somewhat confused on that point, describing it 

variably as “nickel-plated” and “silver-plated”.
8
 Silver plating the case seems rather excessive, 

even for a company’s four millionth motor. In any case, the cost would likely have been 

prohibitive and the silver prone to tarnishing. The case is free from tarnish, and it seems very 

probable that CGE would have had nickel-plating equipment at the plant, since nickel-plating 

metals is a common way to preserve them from rust. Most motors were likely painted a simple 

                                                 
3
 Editor. “Pint-Sized Motor Packs Powerful Punch” The Science News-Letter 61, no.17 (April.26, 1952), 267. 

4
 G. H. Rawcliffe “The Clifford Paterson Lecture, 1977: Induction Motor: Old and New” Proceedings of the Royal 

Society of London, Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sources 363, no.1709 (Jul 21. 1978), 150. 
5
 “Mass Production Methods Enable FHP Motors to Keep Pace” Peterborough Works News January 29

th
, 1954. 

Canadian General Electric, “Peterborough Works News” Collection, 1995-057, Peterborough Museum & Archives, 

Peterborough, Ontario.   
6
 “Pint-Sized Motor”, The Science News-Letter, 267. 

7
 George H. Watson, “FHP Motors—Mighty Atoms of the Home: Tiny Peterborough-Built Units Perform Myriad 

Household Tasks” Peterborough Works News, March 3
rd

, 1950. Industry Newspaper Clippings box, “Canadian 

General Electric” file. Peterborough Museum & Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 
8
 “Motor Presented” ,October 1956. 
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flat black and the Examiner’s insistence at repeatedly mentioning the case’s plating suggests that 

it was atypical to see such a bright, reflective motor.  

Construction 

Despite the motor’s unusual end purpose, its construction was completely typical. 

Canadian General Electric’s Fractional Horsepower Division strived to cheapen the cost of their 

product by quickening production and reducing wasted materials.
9
 The best way to do this was 

through automation of construction processes, and, as stated above, the use of new, lightweight, 

extra-strong materials that could handle higher electrical, thermal and mechanical loading.
10

 

Production at Building Nine, the Peterborough Plant’s dedicated Fractional Horsepower 

building, was the most heavily ‘conveyorized’ part of the Plant in the 1950s to ensure the fastest 

possible production by moving parts between assembly stations at high speeds (see Figures 4 and 

6).
11

 Machines like automatic lathes and coil winding machines produced windings faster and 

cheaper than ever before (see Figures 5 and 7).
12

 The new materials in use in motor construction 

also sped up production. For example, the new baked-on enamel insulation on the stator coils 

was much tougher and meant that less care- and less time- was needed to place them inside the 

motor housing.
13

 As well, waste reduction campaigns led by CGE employees further reduced 

manufacturing costs.
14

 The result was that by 1950 CGE could boast that a new Fractional 

Horsepower motor developed twice as much power as an old one of the same size and weight, 

and cost only a third of what they did in 1922.
15

 
16

 Total production was up enormously. In 1922, 

                                                 
9
 Watson, “Mighty Atoms” ,March 1950. 

10
 Rawcliffe, “Paterson Lecture”, 150. 

11
 “Mass Production” , January 29

th
, 1954. 

12
 Watson, “Mighty Atoms” ,March 1950.  

13
Rawcliffe, “Paterson Lecture”, 151.  

14
 “Induction Motor Div. to Tackle Manufacturing Losses Campaign Will Begin on Monday Morning” 

Peterborough Works News January 12
th

, 1951. Canadian General Electric, “Peterborough Works News” Collection, 

1995-057, Peterborough Museum & Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 
15

 “Pint-Sized Motor”, The Science News-Letter, 267. 
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the Peterborough Works produced five thousands motors a year. In 1950, they produced that 

many motors in a week.
17

  It took from 1922 to 1946 to produce one million motors, and only 

eleven years to produce three million more.
18

 The rate of production was still increasing when 

the four millionth motor was finished.  

Design 

To discuss the design of this motor, it would be advisable to first explain what makes a 

single-phase induction motor. An induction motor operates on two basic principles. The first is 

“Arago’s rotations”, which describes the phenomenon where a spinning magnet will impact the 

same spin to a metal piece through rotating magnetic force. The second principle is the ability to 

produce revolving magnetic fields without making the magnetic rotate. To put it simply, an 

induction motor works by creating a rotating magnetic field within the wound wire coils of the 

stator- the stationary ring shaped outer piece of the motor- that interacts with the wire windings 

of the rotor-the interior axle- and causes it to rotate, providing rotary motion that can be used to 

drive machinery.
19

 The key advantage here over other types of electric motors is that the rotor 

and stator are not connected and so there are no moving parts inside to jam or break. This makes 

these motors very reliable and rugged, though the nature of the magnetic field means that these 

motors are only really operate well at one set speed.
20

 
21

  

                                                                                                                                                             
16

 Watson, “Mighty Atoms”, March 1950. 
17

 Ibid. 
18

 “Our FHP Motor No. 7,000,000 Is Gift to Hon. J. R. Simmonett”. Peterborough Works News, 

December 13
th

, 1963. CGE Plant News F78 Volume 1 1947-1965, Trent Valley Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 
19

 Ronald Kline. “Science and Engineering Theory in the Invention and Development of the Induction Motor, 1880-

1900” Technology and Culture 28, no.2 (Apr. 1987): 285. 
20

 F. C. Williams “The Bakerian Lecture, 1964. Inventive Technology: The Search for Better Electric Machines” 

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sources 283, no.1392 (Jan.5, 

1964), 2. 
21

 Williams, “Search for Better Machines”, 3. 
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To explain what is meant by ‘single-phase’, one must first look briefly at the nature of 

AC electricity. AC, or Alternating Current electricity, is a form of electric power where the 

direction of the current constantly reverses back and forth, flowing first in one direction, then in 

another. When one charts this directional change, it resembles a waveform, with peaks and 

troughs as the current alternates between two directions. A single phase motor like this one has 

only one AC current running through the stator, which is typical for fractional horsepower 

motors. Larger motors can be three-phase, where there are actually three separate sets of 

windings in the stator, each with its own separate AC current. These currents are “out of phase” 

with each other, which means that each current reaches the peak of its waveform at a different 

time from the others.
22

 The advantage of this is that the resultant magnetic field is subject to 

fewer fluctuations. The disadvantage is that such triple-windings are more expensive and are 

only worthwhile on larger motors. On a fractional horsepower motor, the fluctuations are not 

great enough to present any real difficulties.
23

  

The nature of the rotor requires some explanation as well. This induction motor is 

specifically a “squirrel-cage” motor, where the rotor windings consist of thick wire bars 

connected together in a spiral shape that greatly resembles a hamster wheel. This type of winding 

was developed in the 1890s and is considered standard on almost every induction motor in the 

world today.
24

  

These basic ideas and components are the basis for all induction motors that have 

followed the first pioneers of the late 1880s. There has been no innovative theory or change in 

                                                 
22

Electropaedia, Woodbank Communications Ltd. Electric Drives- AC Motors (Description and Applications). 

October 10
th

, 2016, www.inpoweruk.com/motorsec.htm  
23

 Kline, Induction Motor, 298.  
24

 Electropaedia, Electric Drives 
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their basic principle.
25

 As stated previously, access to new materials and new methods of 

construction have been the major design changes which have allowed induction motors to 

become smaller, lighter, cheaper and more powerful per pound with each passing decade. For 

example, a motor of 1934 weighed a third of an identical motor of 1898. The design of a 

fractional horsepower motor has not really changed, it has only been refined.
26

  

Function 

 As the design for the fractional horsepower motor was refined, more and more functions 

were found for the little motors. Continually cheaper and smaller motors meant that it made 

economic sense to add them to appliances as prices fell and demand rose.
27

 Even in the 1920s, 

Canadian General Electric could list many different tools and devices that their fractional 

horsepower motors could drive (see Figure 10). After the Second World War, demand went up 

even more. In 1950, CGE produced five hundred different types of fractional horsepower motors, 

but by 1954 that number was more than two thousand.
2829

  A fairly powerful motor at one-third 

horsepower, this motor might have driven any sort of household appliance, from a washing 

machine to a refrigerator compressor to a drill in the garage workshop.
30

 

 This particular motor, of course, had a special function. As a commemorative object it 

was to showcase the latest and most modern sort of product CGE was putting out at that time. 

Interestingly, when it was on display at City Hall, each person who noticed it would have 

certainly had several of its brothers at home, even if they were unaware of it.
31

 For an object 

whose form has been completely dependent on its function, it is not unlovely. With its smooth 

                                                 
25

Williams, “Search for Better Machines”, 1.  
26

Rawcliffe, “Paterson Lecture”, 150.   
27

,David De Haan. Antique Household Gadgets & Appliances, c.1860 to 1930. (Poole: Blandford Press, 1997), 115. 
28

 Watson, “Mighty Atoms”, March 3
rd

, 1950. 
29

  “CGE Produces Three Millionth”, January 29
th

, 1954 
30

 Watson, “Mighty Atoms”, March 3
rd

, 1950. 
31

 “CGE Produces Three Millionth”, January 29
th

, 1954 
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curved casing, shiny nickel-plated exterior and bright red nameplate (see Figure 1), it is 

reminiscent of the massive rocket-finned cars so popular when this motor was made. Whether 

this was deliberate or not is indiscernible, but it is most likely a happy accident.  

Evaluation 
 

 Considering that this motor was a mass produced item, identical to thousands of others, 

and has been a display object for its entire life, evaluation must focus on comparing the design of 

this induction motor to earlier CGE motors. Luckily, the history of the electric motor is 

extremely well documented. 

The first electric motors were almost unrecognizable to the modern eye. They used banks 

of batteries, which produce direct current (DC) electricity, which always flows in the same 

direction. The earliest electric motors used electromagnets to attract and repulse blocks of iron. 

These iron blocks were attached to walking beams and crankshafts that turned this up-and-down 

motion into revolving motion on an attached flywheel. The end result is something that 

resembled a steam engine in both appearance and operation. These machines proved to be too 

underpowered and unwieldy to be useful as a practical source of mechanical energy and so were 

only really used as models to demonstrate the principals of electromagnetism.
32

  

The first practical electric motors, while also using DC power, did produce rotary motion 

directly. To simplify greatly, these motors turned their rotors not by magnetic induction, but by 

repulsion. Unlike in an induction motor, both the rotor and stator were electrified, creating 

magnetic fields that repulsed each other, forcing the rotor to rotate.  

The major drawback of such a motor is that electricity has to be applied to the rotor 

continually to keep it in motion. Finding a way to attach a wire to a rapidly rotating metal rod 

                                                 
32

 Douglas Self. The Electromagnetic Engine. October 10
th

, 2016, http://douglas-

self.com/MUSEUM/POWER/eleceng/eleceng.htm 
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proved very troublesome. Most DC motors instead used a ‘commutator”, a brush made out of 

some electrically conductive material that would rub against the rotor and allow electricity to 

flow through its windings. The obvious weakness was the brush would wear down as the motor 

was used, which caused reliability issues. As well, the contact between the brush and the rotor 

was never perfect, so whenever a gap was formed sparks and electrical arcs were created, which 

started fires and injured operators.
33

 

Despite these problems, DC motors were successful enough to be used widely in 

industry, though they were still too large, heavy, expensive and occasionally troublesome for 

home use. As well, DC electricity cannot be transmitted long distances, so electricity had to be 

produced very close to where it was going to be used. What was needed was a more reliable 

electric motor that did not require a commutator, using a form of electricity that could be moved 

long distances.
34

 

This is where the AC induction motor stepped in. Many figures were instrumental in both 

theorizing how an induction motor would work and in building practical examples, but the most 

well-known was Serbian engineer Nikola Tesla, who was involved in both. Tesla unveiled his 

first induction motor in 1888.
35

 Development was quite rapid after that. Single-phase motors like 

the Four Millionth motor actually predate three-phase motors, simply due to the fact that there 

was not yet any three-phase supply to work with.
36

 After the invention of the squirrel-cage motor 

in 1889, reliable, simple AC induction motors were soon on the market.
37

 Of course, these 

motors were too large, heavy and expensive to gain widespread appeal, but improvements were 

steady. When Canadian General Electric opened the Fractional Horsepower Motor division in 

                                                 
33

Williams, “Search for Better Machines”, 2.  
34

Kline, Induction Motor, 284.  
35

 Ibid, 290. 
36

Ibid, 291  
37

 Ibid 310 
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1922, there were already a multitude of small motors for sale (see Figure 9). Their electrical 

supplies catalogue lists a great many different types of motors, from one hundred and four pound 

three-quarter horsepower units to tiny twenty pound one-fiftieth horsepower.
38

 They were also 

quite expensive, as even the one-fiftieth horsepower motor cost forty dollars, the same as a 

natural gas stove.
39

 The 1922 equivalent to the one-third horsepower motor weighed forty-two 

pounds and cost seventy dollars, a hefty sum when one realizes that a Model T Ford had sixty 

times the horsepower at less than five times the price, and could serve as transportation and as a 

power source for machinery.
40

 Although the consumer could have an electric motor to serve 

every need, they would need to have a large bank account first. This probably explains why it 

took until 1946 for CGE to produce one million fractional motors. However, the continued 

spread of electrification, coupled with the previously described improvements to design, 

construction methods and materials technology worked together to grow the demand for these 

motors to massive heights. 

 

This one-third horsepower motor represents an already mature industry that was 

experiencing a period of continued growth. Indeed, CGE set multiple milestones for production 

in a row, and each time they reached another million motors produced, they commemorated it in 

some way. Surviving records indicate that commemorative motors were prepared for the three 

millionth milestone in 1954, the four millionth, of course, in 1956 and the seven millionth in 

1963. Each of these motors was mounted and given a plaque. The three millionth was kept at the 

                                                 
38

 Canadian General Electric, Catalogue Number 20, Electrical Supplies 1920-1921. (Peterborough: Canadian 

General Electric Co. Limited, 1920), 467. 
39

 Joseph J. Schroeder, Jr., ed, 1923 Sears, Roebuck Catalogue Reproduction.( Northfield, Illinois: Digest Books, 

Inc., 1973), 691.  
40

 Price of a touring Model T was $348 in 1922. The Model T Ford Club International, Original Model T Ford Prices 

by Model and Year”, October 16
th

, 2016, 

http://modelt.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=11:original-model-t-ford-prices-by-model-and-

year&catid=5:history-and-lore&Itemid=1 
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Peterborough plant as a display and the seven millionth was a gift to the “Hon. J. R. Simonett”. 

Only the four millionth was gifted to the City.
41

 
42

 There is no mention of any particular noting 

of million motors after the seventh, nor has information about the first, second, fifth or sixth been 

unearthed. The whereabouts of the other two motors is unknown, though it is interesting that it 

was the four millionth motor that was donated to Peterborough. If there was any connection to 

the number, there is no recording of its significance.  

 

Cultural Analysis 
 

 Cultural analysis of this motor focuses on its function and its construction. According to 

Clifford Paterson, “The squirrel-cage induction motor is the greatest invention the very existence 

of which the world at large is almost completely ignorant”.
43

 Cheap, small, reliable fractional 

horsepower induction motors have completely changed Canadian home life beyond 

recognition.
44

  

To fully appreciate this, one must consider household work before the appearance of the 

modern appliance. Prior to the middle of the Nineteenth Century every task of the home had to 

be done by backbreaking labour with the assistance of only a few simple tools. Although all 

chores were, by modern standards, onerous torture, doing laundry stands out as by far the worst. 

It was enormously time-consuming and incredibly heavy work. Everyone who could afford it, 

even extremely poor working people, paid a laundrywoman to do it for them.
45

 Unsurprisingly, 

labour-saving devices became a Victorian obsession. Built of wood and heavy cast iron, these 

                                                 
41

 “CGE Produces Three Millionth”, January 29
th

, 1954 
42

 “7,000,000 is Gift” December 13
th

, 1963.  
43

 Rawcliffe, “Paterson Lecture”, 146. 
44

 Sue Bowden and Avner Offer, “Household Appliances and the Use of Time: The United States and Britain since 

the 1920s”. Economic History Review XLVII, no.4 (1994): 725. 
45

 Hardyment, Christina. From Mangle to Microwave: The Mechanization of Household Work.  

(New York: Polity Press, 1988):8-10.  
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hand-cranked machines performed all sorts of kitchen chores and cleaning tasks, but required so 

much strength to work that it was often more effort than just doing the task by hand.
46

  

Clearly, some way to power these machines was needed. One French inventor developed 

a domestic steam engine for driving small appliances, but it was not a success.
47

 More common 

were ‘water-motors’, small faucet-mounted turbines that could provide power to a variety of 

household devices. Since these motors required water pressure, they were only practical in urban 

areas.
48

 Another option for those in town was coal-gas. Although gas lighting for homes was 

common in the mid-nineteenth century, it took quite a while before the gas was applied to 

functions that we would consider normal. The first gas water heaters appeared in 1868, and the 

first primitive gas fired stoves appeared a new years later. Unfortunately, acceptance and spread 

of gas-fired and water-powered appliances was very slow.
49

  

The spread of the electrical grid in Ontario and the development of the fractional 

horsepower motor changed everything. Electricity was far more convenient than the other 

options and electric motors could run for long periods without any attention. The electrical grid 

in Ontario spread quickly in the early years of the Twentieth century, thanks to Sir Adam Beck’s 

refusal to rely on American generating companies.
50

 Between 1910 and 1920, HEPC- the Hydro-

Electric Power Company of Ontario- opened a new generating station every year in order to meet 

skyrocketing demand.
51

 Building an Ontario-based electrical system meant that operating and 

transmission costs were lower, allowing HEPC to reach everywhere in Ontario, including rural 

areas. Since there was little profit in supplying rural areas with electrical power, companies 

                                                 
46

 Ibid, 21-23, 62. 
47

 Ibid, 22. 
48

 Ibid, 25. 
49

 Ibid, 26. 
50

 Fleming, Keith R. Power at Cost: Ontario Hydro and Rural Electrification, 1911-1958.( Montreal: McGill-

Queens’ University Press, 1992): 9. 
51

 Ibid, 8. 
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elsewhere put little effort into running lines into the country.
52

 HEPC, on the other hand, as a 

publicly owned utility, was interested in servicing rural areas, though to meet costs they also had 

to heavily electrify the extremely profitable urban areas. Before the Second World War, Ontario 

had one of the best rural electricity systems in the world, and it only got better with the Post-war 

boom.
53

 With a widespread power grid and affordable motors, all Canadians needed now was 

something for them to power. Luckily, they already had their choice of appliances.  

As the Nineteenth century came to a close, more and more appliances had been invented 

to mechanize an even greater variety of tasks and duties. Sewing machines, vacuum cleaners and 

washing machines all came on the market. They were all, for the most part, still powered by 

hand. The difficulties in finding a compact, cheap power supply meant that the early versions of 

these appliances were rather less successful than their modern descendants. Most families who 

could afford a vacuum cleaner had to make do with a hand-powered one, which generally 

required two people- one to handle the hose, the other to turn the crank- to operate.
54

 Washing 

machines were generally barrel shaped containers with hand powered agitators and wringers.
55

  

 Now, all these machines could be driven by electricity and could take the actual work out 

of doing household chores. The main concern now was the price. Many early appliances were 

adopted at a slow rate since initial costs were too high for most families. To borrow from 

American statistics, electric laundry machines were available from 1916, but only fifty per cent 

of American homes had one in 1944. The refrigerator, which had gone from an unsafe steam-

driven monstrosity to a useable domestic form in the 1920s, reached fifty per cent saturation a 

                                                 
52

 Ibid, 9.  
53

 Ibid, 19. 
54

 De Haan, Antique Gadgets, 110.  
55

 Hardyment, Mangle to Microwave, 60. 
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year later, in 1945.
56

 The later an appliance was introduced it seemed, the faster it was adopted. 

The television, which is not so much a time-saving appliance as a time-waster, went from being 

in only one percent of American homes in 1948 to fifty per cent in 1955.
57

 Although a changing 

economy put more money into the hands of average Canadians, it was not until the boom that 

followed the end of the Second World War that appliances really proliferated.
58

  

Post-war growth was tremendously fast. In 1950, CGE noted that until the end of the 

Second World War, eighty percent of their output of Fractional Horsepower Motors had gone 

into washing machines. Now, with production rates increased enormously and demand for 

motors skyrocketing, only forty percent of their output now went into washing machines. 

Though they were in fact selling more motors for washers than ever, newly affordable appliances 

of every type- refrigerators, furnaces, air conditioners, dishwashers, basement sump pumps, fans- 

were eating up the rest of their production, with massive orders for more coming in all the time.
59

 

60
   

As Siegfried Giedion put it, “[The electric motor] meant to the mechanisation of the 

household what the wheel meant to moving loads”.
61

 This change to the domestic world was 

profound and irreversible, though, unfortunately, it did not mean less work for the stay-at-home 

Mother of the 1950s. Electric appliances did reduce the drudgery of cleaning, but, ironically, did 

not reduce the total hours that women spent on keeping house.
62

 Mechanical completion of tasks 

                                                 
56

 Jonathan Rees. “I did not know… Any danger was attached”: Safety Consciousness in the  

Early American Ice and Refrigeration Industries”. Technology and Culture 46, no.3 (July 2005): 544-547.  
57

 Bowden, “Household Appliances”, 729. 
58

 Stewart McLaren ed. “Standards of the Highest” from Edison to GE Canada, Peterborough 1891-1991. 

(Peterborough: Centennial Committee, GE Canada, 1991): 25. 
59

 Watson, “Mighty Atoms”, March 3
rd

, 1950. 
60

 “$500,000 Fractional Motor Order for HEPC Conversion Program will Provide a Year’s Work Here” 

Peterborough Works News February 10
th

, 1950. Canadian General Electric, “Peterborough Works News” 

Collection, 1995-057, Peterborough Museum & Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 
61

 Hardyment, From Mangle to Microwave, 27.  
62

Bowden, “Household Appliances”, 733.  
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only meant that standards rose. A two-maid hand crank vacuum was difficult to use and provided 

poor suction, so the occasional full cleaning of the carpet was all that was required. With an 

electric vacuum, it was now possible to keep the carpet spotlessly clean continuously. As laundry 

machines made washing easy, higher standards meant washing clothes more often to keep them 

cleaner. New tasks and chores were devised as electric motors took up the work that had 

previously kept women busy all day.
63

 Now, it was not enough that the home was merely clean, 

it had to be spotlessly pristine and perfectly laid out. The induction motor was doing its part to 

bring the ‘American dream’ to life. Appliance advertisements of the Post-War period, aimed 

almost exclusively at women, did not cast the electric appliance as a liberator from work, but as a 

tool for attaining those higher cleaning standards.
64

 They would create “A bright sunny house 

that’s a blend of old and new… a picket fence around a world all our own… a kitchen…that’s 

full of magical things”.
65

  It was not until the 1970s that women rebelled against these ridiculous 

standards. Instead of cleaning more with their free time, they went into the workplace, which has 

taken up even more of their time.
66

 To the housewife of the 1950s, the fractional horsepower 

induction motor freed them from backbreaking labour, only to trap them instead within a web of 

impossible expectations.  

 

Another change came over the households of Ontario during the 1950s. When HEPC 

originally built the Ontario electric grid, it was built to operate on twenty-five cycle AC 

electricity. The ‘cycle’ refers to the number of times per second the AC current switches back 
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and forth. Though twenty-five cycle power was fine for industry, it was less suited to domestic 

use. The biggest complaint was that at twenty-five cycles per second, the flicker of light bulbs as 

the current switched was slow enough to be noticeable and irritable to the human eye. In 1950, 

HEPC began to rework the system as a modern sixty cycle grid, which is the same power grid we 

use today. At sixty cycles per second, the human eye can no longer detect the current switch 

flicker, and sixty cycle electrical equipment, including motor, is cheaper to build and operate 

than its twenty-five cycle equivalent. CGE received contracts from HEPC for all sorts of new 

machinery for the conversion. This included mobile transformer stations to temporarily supply 

power while the local transformer substation was being replaced (see Figure 8), as well as 

massive contracts for sixty-cycle fractional horsepower motors to replace the household 

appliance motors that would not work on the new grid.
67

 
68

 By the time the Four Millionth motor 

was produced in 1956, the writing was on the wall for twenty-five cycle, and all production from 

that point focused on sixty-cycle machinery exclusively. This was not only a new motor going 

into a new appliance in a new young family’s new suburban house, it was also running on the 

new electricity. The post-war world was changing fast, and even these little motors were part of 

it. 

 

None of this would have been possible without the employees of CGE’s Fractional 

Horsepower division. As previously mentioned, it was the savings in material and time that 

lessened the cost of the fractional horsepower motor. Some credit must be given to the automated 

machines in the works and the new, lighter materials they had access to, but lowering 
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manufacturing costs would have been quite impossible without the willing cooperation of the 

men and women of CGE’s Fractional Horsepower Division.  

The fact that there were women working in the Division was unusual. Like most heavy 

industry, Canadian General Electric’s workforce was almost totally male, especially on the 

production floor, where one could expect to see no women at all.
69

 The exception was the 

Fractional Horsepower Division, where female employees constituted the majority. Women were 

considered to have better fine motor skills and a natural attention to detail, which was useful 

when assembling small motors.
70

 Unfortunately, this did not translate into high wages. Female 

coil winders only made sixty per cent of their male counterparts.
71

 This was due to 

management’s insistence that assembling small motors was women’s work, while assembling 

large motors was work for men. In a downright ridiculous move, they claimed that the machines 

the female employees used, like the thirty-five ton hydraulic presses used by the Fractional 

Horsepower Division, were more feminine objects than the machines used in other divisions. 

Despite protests that all the machines were massive industrial monsters and certainly no 

justification for difference in pay, the inequality continued.
72

  

Nevertheless, the Fractional Horsepower Division evidently had a strong workplace 

culture. As issues of the Peterborough Works News confirm, there was a constant employee-led 

drive to reduce wastage in manufacturing processes and to speed up production. They held 

campaigns to find ways to make the manufacturing process more efficient, and were commended 

for it in the company newsletter.
73

 Indeed, female employees were involved in the presentation 
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of this motor to the City and were commended for their major part in continually reducing 

costs.
74

  

 

 

Interpretation 
 

Interpretation for Canadian General Electric’s Four Millionth Motor can be approached 

in a multitude of ways. Most simply, the development of the Induction Motor as a useful and 

sophisticated device could make an interesting exhibit on the development of electrical theory 

and technology for people who are most interested in the motor as an abstract representation of 

an entire discipline of science.  

For people from Peterborough, or who are interested in the history of Canadian General 

Electric, the significance of the motor lies in its representation of CGE’s work in developing 

electrical machines for consumers and regular Canadians. It also signifies the importance that 

CGE had in Peterborough, given the number of people that the Fractional Horsepower Motor 

Division employed.  

For persons interested in woman’s history, the importance of this motor is two-fold. The 

first is that many of the workers in the FHP division were female. Female involvement in heavy 

industries such as manufacturing was something of an anomaly outside of the Second World 

War, and the FHP division’s continual use of women as employees on the manufacturing line 

opens the way for a dialogue about what was considered “woman’s work”. The more traditional 

definition of “woman’s work” ties into the second way in which the Four Millionth motor is 

significant in woman’s history. The application of small electric motors to household work 

forever changed how women could go about their day, freeing them initially from physical 
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drudgery and, eventually, from the household altogether, allowing them to take up lives outside 

the home. 

For the person interested in the history of daily life, the Four Millionth Motor represents 

the rise of the household appliance, of the washing machine, dishwasher and microwave. Our 

modern way of life, full of perhaps too many instantaneous conveniences, would not be possible 

without the cheap little fractional induction motor that still powers it today.
75

 Modern consumer 

culture, where many backbreaking chores have been reduced to pressing a button and flipping a 

switch, could not exist without the descendants of Canadian General Electric’s Four Millionth 

Motor. 

 

 

Future Research 
 

There are still several questions that proved impossible to answer. The first and greatest 

mystery is the early history of the Four Millionth Motor itself. The motor’s commemorative plate 

states that it was presented to the City on October 26
th

, 1956, having been completed shortly 

before that date. This is confirmed by the Peterborough Examiner issue from the following day.
76

 

Information about the presentation is very scarce. Whenever the Fractional Horsepower Division 

reached a million motor milestone, the Peterborough Works News would run several stories 

about it.
77

 The Four Millionth motor would have been no different. Unfortunately, it has been 

impossible to locate the 1956 run of the Peterborough Works News. The Trent Valley Archives’ 

collection of issues has none whatsoever from 1956 and the Peterborough Museum & Archives’ 

collection is currently unavailable for viewing. If the right issue becomes available, it will be 
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possible to discover more detailed information about the motor’s date of construction, internal 

specifics and the exact nature of Canadian General Electric’s gift to the City.  

The second mystery concerns how the motor left City Hall and arrived at the 

Peterborough Museum & Archives in 1969. Accession records indicate that a Mr. Hank Verhoef 

donated the motor, possibly on behalf of the City of Peterborough, in 1969. It has proved totally 

impossible to find any information about this Mr. Verhoef. He does not appear in City 

Directories, or even on Ancestry.com and there have been absolutely no mentions of him in 

connection to this motor. He simply seems to not exist. 

A final, third mystery is connected to the first. It is impossible to pinpoint the motor’s 

exact design without having an electrician disassemble and inspect it. Since this is undesirable, 

the other option is to utilize the motor’s model number to discover its more exact specifications 

which would describe its design in great detail. Some of this information would be present if the 

commemorative Four Millionth Motor issue of the Peterborough Works News was found, but the 

full details are probably only available from the archives of General Electric. Although I was 

able to confirm that the Peterborough plant does indeed have an archive, I was unable to reach 

anyone there who was in a position to confirm the archives’ contents or give permission to visit. 

Further attempts to reach the right person at Canadian General Electric could bear fruit, though 

pursuing this possible lead is a task for another time.  
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Related Visual Material 
 

 
Figure 1: Canadian General Electric 1956 Utility Motor. Personal Photograph, September 2016 
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Figure 2: Plate reads “This 4 Millionth Motor Presented to the City of Peterborough by the 

Employees of CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC Oct. 26, 1956”. Personal Photograph, 

September 2016.  
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Figure 3: The motor at its presentation to the Mayor, October 26
th

, 1956. The Peterborough 

Examiner, Saturday October 27
th

, 1956. Peterborough Examiner Fonds, 1956 October 1-31, A 

328, Trent Valley Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 
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Figure 4 (above): Women at work fitting stator coils, Building 

9, 1950. George H. Watson, “Tiny Peterborough-Built Units 

Perform Myriad Household Tasks” Peterborough Works News, 

March 3
rd

, 1950. Industry Newspaper Clippings box, 

“Canadian General Electric” file. Peterborough Museum & 

Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 (left): Female automated machine operator, Building 

9, 1950. George H. Watson, “Tiny Peterborough-Built Units 

Perform Myriad Household Tasks” Peterborough Works News, 

March 3
rd

, 1950. Industry Newspaper Clippings box, 

“Canadian General Electric” file. Peterborough Museum & 

Archives, Peterborough, Ontario.         
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Figure 6: Another production process for Fractional Horsepower Motors, Building 9, 1950. 

George H. Watson, “Tiny Peterborough-Built Units Perform Myriad Household Tasks” 

Peterborough Works News, March 3
rd

, 1950. Industry Newspaper Clippings box, “Canadian 

General Electric” file. Peterborough Museum & Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 
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Figure 7 (above): Automated lathe speeds production of Fractional Horsepower motors, Building  

9, 1950. George H. Watson, “Tiny Peterborough-Built Units Perform Myriad Household Tasks” 

Peterborough Works News, March 3
rd

, 1950. Industry Newspaper Clippings box, “Canadian 

General Electric” file. Peterborough Museum & Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 

 

 

Figure 8 (left): Mobile transformer stations 

like this one provided sixty cycle power as 

Ontario’s system was switched over from 

twenty-five cycle. “Frequency Conversion 

in Ontario Nearing Completion”, 

Peterborough Works News, December 2, 

1949. Industry Newspaper Clippings box, 

“Canadian General Electric” file. 

Peterborough Museum & Archives, 

Peterborough, Ontario.  
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Figure 9: A 

wide variety 

of Fractional 

Horsepower 

Motors on 

sale.  

Canadian 

General 

Electric, 

Catalogue 

Number 20, 

Electrical 

Supplies 

1920-1921. 

(Peterboroug

h: Canadian 

General 

Electric Co. 

Limited, 

1920), 467. 
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Figure 10: Even in 

1920, there were 

many uses for a small 

electric motor. 

Canadian General 

Electric, Catalogue 

Number 20, Electrical 

Supplies 1920-1921. 

(Peterborough: 

Canadian General 

Electric Co. Limited, 

1920), 466. 
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